CHAPTER ONE

W

HERE THE HEART BEAT, THERE

was life. Where the heart
ceased to beat, there was no life. Beneath the searing lights of
Stirling University Hospital’s theater one, Alexandros Serafeim peered into his patient’s chest cavity as her glistening heart contracted and relaxed, contracted and relaxed. He had just completed a
treacherous waltz with this heart, timing his movements to match the
organ’s tempo as he defused the cardiac equivalent of a time bomb.
Likening the ligation of a patent ductus arteriosus to deactivating a
bomb might seem hyperbolic to an outsider, but one need only handle
the friable tissue and feel the thrum of blood surging through the structure to understand how the slightest slip could leave a surgeon’s hands
awash in a cataclysmic hemorrhage. Alec had seen that tragedy befall
others; it had befallen him.
But not today. Today, Alec had measured up to the merciless standards of his profession. Today, Alec had been perfect. He had restored
his two-year-old patient’s heart to normal function, and he fully expected her heart would continue transporting life-sustaining oxygen
around her body for another seven or eight decades.
Even so, asking for a second opinion never hurt.
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“What do you think, mate?” Speaking his first casual words in two
hours, Alec lifted his head and gazed straight across the sterile field into
the icy blue eyes of his partner. “Is it a good repair?”
Dutifully, Peter John O’Neill dipped his head and inspected the engorged red shunt Alec had tied off with a number eight silk suture. If
Alec was Stirling’s recognized wunderkind and visionary, then Pete was
the hospital’s meticulous and steady workhorse; even if they hadn’t
been best friends who had cemented their medical school bond through
years of toiling in Stirling’s surgical apprenticeship program, everyone
agreed they complemented each other perfectly as surgical partners.
At long last, Pete lifted his head and met Alec’s gaze—something
which, outside the theater, required Alec to crane his neck or Pete to
cast his chin downward, given there was a foot’s height difference between the pair. In the theater, however, they stood eye to eye, thanks to
the wooden crate Alec mounted before each procedure.
“Aye.” Pete nodded, his baritone brogue bright and sprightly as his
voice rose and fell in its characteristic lilt, disclosing to all he had spent
the first few years of his life in Northern Ireland. “A first-rate repair.”
Alec rolled his neck, easing the strain in his back and shoulders, and
his lips canted upward beneath his mask. “Let’s close, then.”
With those words, the tension in theater one loosened. But only a
bit. When a child’s chest was open, her heart exposed, disaster lurked
over the surgeons’ shoulders, waiting for their slightest misstep, their
tiniest slip in concentration. And given technological limitations, Alec
was like a pilot attempting to circumnavigate the world with only a
compass. Most of his equipment, including the defibrillator, had been
purchased second-hand; further otherwise useful instruments, such as
the electrocardiogram apparatus, often proved unreliable due to electrical interference from the cautery machine and suction pumps.
While Alec and Pete returned their attention to the surgical field, the
circulating nurse rang the cardiac nurse to update the parents of the
procedure’s status. Alec and Pete closed the tissue in layers; after about
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forty-five minutes of steady work, Alec tied off the last suture, and Pete
trimmed the thread neat and clean.
They had effectively completed the operation, but everyone waited,
eyes on Alec. He took great pride in the skin closure, and if the stitching
wasn’t up to his rigorous standards, he would pull out all the sutures
and repeat them.
“Good enough,” he finally said. As customary, Pete grasped Alec’s
hand, and the friends shook, signaling to the staff the operation was officially over. But before everyone leapt to their duties, Alec lifted a hand.
“I’d like to thank everyone for making nineteen fifty-five a banner
year.”
He peered around the twenty-five by twenty-foot theater, taking in
first the walls lined from floor to ceiling with green-and-white tiles, then
the doors leading to the scrub room, and finally, the various accessories—the glass cabinets and scale for weighing sponges, the EEG and
anesthesia machines, and the Mayo and drip stands. After casting his
gaze upward, toward the observation balcony where the young surgeons who had come to see him tread the tightrope between life and
death were now exiting, he tugged down his mask.
“A banner year,” he repeated, this time ensuring he made eye contact
with everyone—Pearl Milton, the service’s preferred anesthesiologist;
Juliet Wright, the circulating nurse; and Amelia Watson, the scrub
nurse who had passed items throughout the procedure so precisely he
hardly ever had to ask for the right equipment or shift the instruments
a millimeter within his hand. “Our service performed one hundred and
seven operations on some of the sickest patients at this hospital, and we
had only seventeen deaths. That rate places us amongst the world’s best
hospitals. And we did not pad our number by only taking on ‘safe’ or
‘easy’ cases. We worked some genuine miracles here. You should all
take pride in what we’ve accomplished.”
His staff richly deserved the praise, but in praising them, he was also
praising himself, and his cheeks heated, and he was certain he was red.
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He gestured to Pearl to take charge of the patient, stepped down from
the wooden crate, snapped off his gloves, and assumed a spot along the
back wall, folding his arms over his chest. Only when Pearl had shepherded the patient out through the main doors and off to the recovery
room did Alec relax. He pulled off his sterile gown, examined his scrub
bottoms and shoes, then performed the same check on Pete.
Details mattered. It did not do for surgeons to be splattered with
blood when they visited a child’s parents.
Juliet offered Alec a clipboard, and he signed off on the operation.
He unfastened his headlamp and replaced the heavy apparatus on the
shelf, rubbing his forehead.
“We’ll speak with the parents before showering,” he told Juliet.
“Please ring Myrtle and let her know we’ll be upstairs soon.”
Tired but elated, Alec ducked into the scrub room, the cramped
shared space between theaters one and two where the surgeons carried
out their ritual washing for surgery. He splashed cold water on his face
and peered at his reflection in the little mirror they used to situate their
headlamps.
“The parents don’t care what you look like.” Pete tugged off his cap,
revealing a startling shock of red hair, his scowl darkening as Alec
pulled out a comb and ran it through his magnificent black wreath of
curls. “All they care about is how their kid did.”
“You’re wrong, mate. All they see is you and the incision.” Alec returned the comb to his pocket and elbowed his dour-faced friend. “Plus,
we’re not all handsome war heroes who fill others with awe.”
Pete grumbled one of his colorful and mildly profane Irish curses,
and the two strode through the restricted access doors together, Alec on
his toes like a keyed-up thoroughbred preparing to face the barrier, Pete
hobbling, leaning on a blackthorn cane, ponderous and stiff from standing over the table. Both men wore hospital-issue theater greens, and
both were young; Alec had turned thirty on the first of December, and
Pete would celebrate his thirty-third birthday in mid-October. But it
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was their striking physical differences—Pete was thin, tall, and pale,
while Alec was athletically built, short, and swarthy—that made them
stand out as they swaggered through the hospital’s corridors like a pair
of gunslingers from an American western picture.
“Any luck convincing Henry to let us out of the hospital’s party tonight?” Pete tugged at the collar of his theater greens. “I’m wrecked,
mate.”
Alec scrubbed a hand over his face and blew out his breath. “If I
could figure a way for us to weasel out, I would.”
They crossed the soaring, sun-drenched glass atrium connecting the
hospital’s “A” and “B” buildings and passed beneath a threshold inscribed with the institution’s motto—Ars longa, vita brevis. As he always
did, Alec paused and read the inscription—Art is long; life is brief—before punching the lift’s button.
“I can handle the steps.” Pete rubbed his freckled nose and groused.
“I’m no invalid.”
“Who said I was taking the lift for your sake?” The lift dinged and
patients and staff flooded out. Alec nodded g’day to a pregnant woman
and held the door for her before hurrying onto the car and punching
the button for the second floor. “My back hurts more than your leg.
Also, you shouldn’t be bellyaching about this party. You should see it as
a grand opportunity.”
Pete snorted. “Opportunity? What opportunity? I’d rather listen to
Molly practice her violin for an hour than ring in nineteen fifty-six with
the tall poppies.”
Alec laughed and slapped his mate’s back. “Yes. A funding opportunity. Maybe we could convince someone to give us showers that don’t
switch from blistering hot to ice cold after precisely seventy-eight seconds. As for the violin, accidentally step on it and ship Molly over to
learn piano. Venna will charge you the mate’s rate versus whatever
you’re shelling out for those lessons.”
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“Then Molly will be after me to buy a piano,” Pete whined. “Mattie
already asked for a pony. The bloody hellions believe I’m made of
money.”
“You should have thought about that before you set out to singlehandedly populate the country with your redheaded spawn.” Alec
hummed thoughtfully and shot his mate a devilish grin as the lift
lurched upward. “Just think. In roughly five months, you’ll have eight
girls instead of six.”
Teasing Pete over his propensity for siring twin girls—he had three
sets—was Alec’s favorite pastime. Pete’s neck reddened, and he shook a
finger underneath Alec’s nose. “Don’t even joke about that, Alec!” Recovering his equipoise, Pete smiled, his eyes taking on a full-bore Irish
twinkle, and added, “This one will be a boy. I was the last of eight children. And I was my father’s only boy. God owes me a boy.”
“You’re incapable of making boy babies. Also, God has a twisted
sense of humor, and if I were you, I’d be down on my knees every night
begging the Almighty to send only one baby this time, instead of the
customary two.” Alec bit back a grin. “I’d also be searching for baby
boys in baskets amongst the reeds. Because that’s the only way you’ll
ever have a boy.”
“Belt up, Alec.” Pete frowned. “I don’t even know why I ever became
mates with you when you’re so mean to me.”
Alec threw back his head and laughed. But once the bell dinged and
the lift’s doors opened, and they stepped out onto A2-CTS, all the joking
ceased. Like the hospital itself, the heart ward was divided into wings,
with one side sheltering sick children and the other accommodating
adults. Freshly converted to twenty-four tiny private rooms and outfitted with air conditioners courtesy of a generous gift from a Perth businessman, the smell of sawdust and fresh paint lingered in the air as Alec
and Pete detoured around the patient care area and down a short passageway to the department’s waiting room. The ward’s omnipresent
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sounds—squeaking shoes on tile, overhead pages, and the voices of patients, families, and caregivers—vibrated all around them.
Stirling was a public teaching hospital, and the waiting area reflected
that fact. Plain and functional, the room was outfitted with a small table,
a scruffy faux leather settee, tattered magazines, and some mismatched
wooden chairs. The parents had huddled on the settee, overwhelmed,
pale, and frightened.
Alec couldn’t blame the parents for that. Not only was cardiac surgery perilous, but A2-CTS was also a grim place. In other areas of the
hospital, children with broken bones, aggravated appendixes, and troublesome tonsils improved rapidly and headed home cured. But A2-CTS
was different. On A2-CTS, many of the children existed in a wretched
state, bedbound and exquisitely susceptible to infections, their emaciated bodies often seeping yellow fluid while they leaned forward to
catch their breath until death claimed them. It was the type of suffering
that could shake a man to his core, comparable only to A8-ON, the hospital’s oncology floor.
But Kerry Hazlett would be among the lucky few. Not wanting to
prolong the family’s anguish another moment, Alec slid the glass door,
a bright smile plastered on his face. “The surgery was successful.” He
extended his hand, radiating reassurance. “Everything went well.”
The wife, a pretty woman with a pageboy haircut, leapt to her feet
and threw herself at Alec, pressing herself against him and flinging her
arms around his neck. Startled, he accepted her hug, then gently pushed
her back. Maintaining his composure, he sat on the settee beside the
father, while Pete loomed behind. With a strange mixture of Australian
colloquiums, lay words, and technical terms, Alec explained in his customary slow drawl how the surgery had gone smoothly and how the
parents could expect their child to make a full recovery.
“We will sedate Kerry tonight.” Alec glanced at the clock. It was just
after five, and he had been at the hospital for over twelve hours, and
four of those hours had been spent doing a highly technical procedure
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under taxing conditions. Turning his attention back to the parents and
swallowing his fatigue, he smiled. “I recommend heading home for
some rest. Ring the ward first thing, and Myrtle will let you know a good
time to visit.”
He fielded a few questions, deferring some to the hospital’s chief of
cardiology, Tim Latimer, and others to Myrtle, the pediatric ward’s
head nursing sister. Then, at the first polite opportunity, Alec wished
the Hazletts a happy New Year and fled the waiting area with Pete.
“I’ll never grow accustomed to that.” Alec clucked his tongue as they
stepped back beneath the threshold of the ward’s patient care area.
“They treat us like we’re matinée idols.”
Pete shrugged and pushed open the door to the loo. “See you in
thirty,” he said over his shoulder. “Promised I’d ring Kate, sure?”
Alec acknowledged his friend and ducked into the staff lounge. After
opening his locker and pulling on his long white coat, he rummaged
around the top shelf, grinning when his fingertips found what he was
seeking. He pulled down a hardbound book, tucked the volume under
his arm, and headed out onto the ward.
At A2-CTS’s massive command desk, located at the epicenter of the
three eight-bed blocks, Dr. Timothy Latimer, Stirling’s forty-sevenyear-old chief of cardiology, sat perusing charts and orders. He waved
Alec over.
“How’d Kerry’s case go?”
Alec curbed both a sigh and his desire to check the clock. Technically, Tim was not Alec’s boss; Alec answered directly to the hospital’s
chief of surgery, Henry Miller. But Alec relied on the cardiologists for
referrals, and he shared responsibility for caring for the ward’s children
with them.
“Kerry did well. I expect she’ll be released from the recovery room
and up here within the next few hours.” Alec provided a brief rundown
of the procedure before peeking at the clock. “I still must write my postoperative orders—”
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“Uh-huh.” Tim, dressed impeccably as always in a slate gray suit
paired with a polka-dotted bowtie, arched an eyebrow, a tiny crinkle
forming around his hazel eyes as he pointed to the book in Alec’s hand.
“You plan to write your orders. With help from King of the Wind.”
The tips of Alec’s ears heated. Tim laughed, and he folded his hands
atop an open chart. “I’m teasing you, Alec. I’m sure Henry wants you at
tonight’s party. Go visit Miss Scarlett. Unless there’s something unusual
you want to include in your orders, I’m on call and planning to stay the
night.”
“Nothing unusual, just my standard orders.” Alec grimaced. “Don’t
tell O’Neill you’re on call tonight. He’ll do anything to weasel out of that
party, including, but not limited to, debriding bedsores, changing
sheets, drawing labs, cleaning the supply wardrobe, mopping the floor,
and emptying bedpans.”
“I’ll keep Pete’s loathing of parties in mind if I ever need some particularly onerous scut work done,” Tim said, straightening his bowtie.
“Don’t let me keep you another moment. Scarlett won’t be here much
longer given how well she’s doing.” With a wink, Tim crossed his legs
and pushed his silver-rimmed reading glasses onto the bridge of his
nose, returning to the chart in his lap and signaling to Alec that he was
free to go.
Alec strode onto Alpha Block, knocked lightly on the jamb of room
four, and opened the door. An eleven-year-old girl with bare feet, copper hair tied into a horsetail, and freckles looked up from her book. Save
for her slight stature, the colorless cast of her skin, and the nasal cannula
supplying her with a steady trickle of supplemental oxygen, she could
have been any child sick in bed with a bad cold, temporarily missing out
on learning about fractions and decimals and having sleepovers with
friends.
“My operation this afternoon went well, so I could keep my promise.” Alec lifted an eyebrow and tossed the girl a crooked grin. “From
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the progress you’ve made on National Velvet, it looks like I arrived in
the nick of time.”
Scarlett Dawes narrowed her green eyes at the book he extended toward her and giggled. “King of the Wind? Really, Mr. Serafeim? You’re
so predictable.”
Scarlett elongated the “o” on “so” and rolled her eyes in a way that
suggested her parents might have trouble when she was a teenager.
If she lived long enough to become a teenager, that is.
Alec twitched when people complained about aging. To live long
was a gift denied to many; it might come with aches and pains, sure, but
the appalling and obscene alternative—lives cut viciously short—that
Alec dealt with daily was oh so much worse.
“My wife claims predictability is one of my charms.” Actually, predictability wasn’t something Alec was known for, not in the least, but
he winked at Scarlett regardless. “You liked Born to Trot, ay? I made a
good choice there, didn’t I?”
“I did,” Scarlett conceded, suppressing a cough. “I didn’t expect to
like a book about an American trotter.”
As Scarlett took the book, Alec couldn’t help noticing the chill of her
fingers and the slight blue tinge of her nail beds and lips. Settling back
against her pillows, she coughed hard, the sound deep and phlegmy,
and his hand darted to the left pocket of his white coat.
“I don’t feel any worse. Definitely, I don’t feel like I should go back
in that boring oxygen tent. But if listening to my chest makes you feel
better,” she said, pointing to the pocket where he always stashed his
stethoscope, “go for it.”
Alec plucked his stethoscope from his coat pocket, positioned the
tips in his ears, and cupped the chest piece in his hand to warm the
metal. Scarlett leaned forward and duly obeyed his commands to draw
deep breaths. He carefully listened to both sides of her chest, front and
back, ending by tapping along her spine.
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“Sounds the same as this morning. No need to return to the oxygen
tent,” he said, referring to the plastic enclosure they placed over the bed
and pumped full of oxygen to support a sick child’s breathing. He replaced the stethoscope in his pocket and straightened his coat’s cuffs. “I
reckon you’re still on target to head home in a few days.”
Scarlett sagged, her shoulders rolling forward. “Until next time,
right?”
Alec paused, the lies arranged and ready on the tip of his tongue.
What do you mean next time? Of course, you won’t be back here again.
You’ll be fine.
Congenital heart disease ranked among the top ten leading causes of
death in Australia, and A2-CTS illustrated a terrible truth. Nature was
morally sightless. Disease, like bullets in war, did not care if one was
kind and gentle, or cruel and worthless. Doctor, barrister, mother,
brother, daughter, teacher, petty thief, rapist, or architect of mass murder. Disease cared for none of these labels. Like many children on A2CTS, Scarlett lived under a death sentence, existing outside Alec’s ability
to heal.
“Yes.” He rubbed his forehead, swallowing his frustration. Sometimes the burden of knowing not all these children would survive their
journey through Hell was too much. “Until next time.”
Scarlett opened her mouth, and Alec stiffened as he might before
walking out into a gale off the ocean. Children on A2-CTS tended to be
spoiled; a child with a serious heart defect could easily cry themselves
into fainting or even cardiac arrest, and some children became outright
brats, manipulating their parents and the staff mercilessly. But Scarlett
had always been a sweet girl. She abruptly shut her mouth, shook her
head, and closed her eyes.
“You promised I could see your horse,” she finally said, opening her
eyes. “Did you find a picture?”
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He smiled, relieved at the subject change, and flicked through a
folder, pulling out a yellowed photograph. But before Scarlett could
snatch the picture, he pulled it to his chest.
“Promise not to laugh at me.” He grinned crookedly. “I’m not worried about you laughing at Jarrah because she’s nearly perfect. But me
at fourteen? Not so much.”
“You’re in the picture? And you’re only fourteen?” Her eyes widened
and brightened with equal parts mischief and excitement, and again,
wistfulness stabbed Alec’s heart, imagining the young woman she might
have become. She rubbed her hands together. “This I must see.”
Alec let her take the picture and braced himself. Scarlett stared at the
photo, then stared back at Alec, her head angled, comparing him to the
lean and dark fourteen-year-old boy in the photograph with his face
half-shadowed by his slouch hat, a rifle strapped to his side.
“That’s really you?”
“That’s really me.”
“It’s hard imagining you in boots and a stockman’s hat.” She handed
back the photograph and rested her chin on both hands. “I’m used to
show hunters and don’t know much about Arabians, but your mare has
a lovely head and shoulder. I bet with those long pasterns she’s a springy
mover. And that tail is magnificent. Do you still have her?”
“Jarrah lives at my uncle’s farm in the Orchid Valley, near Kojonup.”
Alec gestured vaguely south, although the room had no windows.
“You’re spot on about her pasterns being a smidgen too long. She is also
a bit too light-boned, even for an Arabian. And she’d be an utter disaster
as a show hunter. She’s barely fifteen hands tall, and while she can jump,
she’s stiff and jaunty over fences. Also, she’s quite opinionated.”
Scarlett snorted. “Opinionated? Is that a nice way of saying your
mare is sassy? When my parents let me pick out a horse, I chose a gelding. Everyone said geldings are sensible and reliable and mares are unpredictable.”
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“Oh, by reputation mares are sassy, but if you win a mare’s trust,
she’ll do anything for you. Besides, Jarrah chose me as much as I chose
her. On my seventh birthday, my uncle took me down to the corral and
gave me my choice—my pick of the yearlings or a new bicycle. Of
course, I wanted a horse, and a black one, like Alexander the Great’s
Bucephalus.” Alec fingered the picture and grinned. “And I had my
heart set on a filly. But when I headed for Jarrah, she wheeled and ran.
She stopped a short distance away, pawed the ground a few times, then
trotted over to me on her own accord.”
He tucked away the photograph and glanced at his watch. It was approaching six. He should move along to the party so as not to upset his
boss. Besides, by now, Pete was likely waiting.
“Mr. Serafeim?”
He stopped short of the door and smiled. He would feel worse for
leaving except visiting hours began in twenty minutes, and her parents
would arrive soon. Nonetheless, he could surely stay another minute or
two.
“My heart defect—”
“A ventricular septal defect. Because that’s such a mouthful, we call
it a VSD.”
“A VSD is something you cannot fix, right?”
Alec pressed his lips together. Often, lies and half-truths could comfort younger children. But with older children, he had learned honesty
was best. He met her eyes, held her gaze, and nodded.
“Correct.”
“But you’re working on a cure, right? A fix.” She stared right back at
him, her green eyes round and wide, her pale face innocent. “My mum
said a VSD is nothing more than a hole in a wall.”
“We’re always working on a fix.” He couldn’t keep the frustration
from creeping into his voice—not at Scarlett, but at the speed of progress in his field. Truth be told, compared to the past several centuries
when doctors deemed the heart untouchable, pediatric cardiothoracic
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surgery was advancing at blinding, dizzying speeds, so much so even an
avid reader and ambitious young surgeon like Alec struggled to keep
up. “Not just here, of course. All over Oceania, all over the world, surgeons are working on a fix.”
Scarlett’s fingertip traced the head of the Godolphin Arabian. “Sorry,
Mr. Serafeim. I didn’t mean to imply you weren’t trying your hardest.”
“That’s all right,” he said, and gave her his most true-blue smile,
hoping she knew he was not irritated in the least. “Enjoy King of the
Wind. I’ll expect a full book report on Monday.”
He secured the door and sagged against the wall outside her room,
shoulders rising around his ears, the thought which constantly haunted
him pushing to the forefront.
I am trying, but am I trying hard enough?

